The key to a successful Windows 10 migration is proper planning and preparation. The most important step is to determine which applications are Windows 10 compatible. Technopedia Windows 10 Content Pack enriches Technopedia with Windows 10 compatibility information for thousands of software and hardware products. With an enterprise asset reference source with Windows 10 compatibility information, users can substantially reduce the time to prepare and execute a Window 10 migration.

The Windows 10 Content Pack allows users to:

• Enrich Technopedia with Windows 10 compatibility information to assist with migration analysis and planning
• Substantially reduce the time and resources to manually research, catalog and map software and hardware in preparation for a Window 10 migration
• Quickly identify the number of software and hardware assets that are Windows 10 compatible to understand upgrade and replacement requirements
Content Pack Highlights

Windows 10 Content Pack enriches Technopedia with compatibility status of each software release with regards to Windows 10, both for the 32-bit and 64-bit version. It also supplies information on a suggested migration path to the earliest release that has been confirmed to be Windows 10 compatible. With Normalize®, Windows 10 Content Pack provides the compatibility status of each device in the environment based on minimum hardware system requirements as published by Microsoft.

Figure 1: Sample Analyzer report for selected manufacturers and software Windows 10 Compatibility showing software version, software edition, Win 32-bit and 64-bit Readiness, and Win 10 32-bit and 64-bit Compatibility.
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